Vision Measuring Systems

CNC Vision Measuring System Software For

QUICK VISION

Bulletin No. 1956

Software
More Powerful, Friendly Software: QVPAK Version 7 (Compatible with Windows XP)

One-Click Point Tool
This is a basic tool for
capturing one point.

One-Click Circle Tool
This tool is appropriate for
capturing a circle.

One-Click Line Tool
This tool is appropriate for
capturing a line.

One-Click Arc Tool
This tool is appropriate for
capturing an arc and the radius of a
corner.

Maximum/Minimum Tool
This tool evaluates the
maximum or minimum point within the
range.

Pattern Search
This tool captures the position
of a pattern that has been registered
beforehand. It is optimal for positioning
the alignment mark.

Area Centroid Tool
This tool evaluates the position
of a feature's centroid. It is appropriate
for positioning a different feature.

Auto Trace Tool
This is a form measuring tool
that can autonomously track an
unknown feature.

Surface Focus Tool
This is a general vision
focusing tool.

Pattern Focus Tool
This focusing tool is optimal
for transparent or low-contrast surfaces.

Edge Focus Tool
This is a tool for focusing on
a beveled edge.
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One-click Measuring Tool Set-up
The tool size, orientation, and threshold value of a measuring tool
are automatically set with one click of the mouse.

Generation image on seating surface

MSHAPE-QV output display

Surface measurement
A seating surface (three-point combined surface) can be selected
as a datum surface. The result of flatness based on three-point
combination is regarded as a coplanarity value.

Removal of Abnormal Points
Abnormal points such as dust, burrs, and cracks are removed.
The removal threshold detection level can be set arbitrarily.

AI Illumination Tool
This tool can automatically set the optimal light intensity
adjustment and light intensity correction at procedure creation time,
thereby increasing detection repeatability.

Increase in Edge Detection Capability
The capability of detecting a noisy edge has increased by analyzing
modest changes in brightness and differences in texture on the
target surface.

Brightness
Tool

Dual Area
Contrast Tool

Reinforced filter function
Noisy edge

Stable edge detection is possible by reducing image noise.
Median, average, Gaussian and morphologic settings are available.

Brightness analysis

Preview function features for confirming filter effect

Noisy edge

Texture analysis
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Software
More Powerful, Friendly Software: QVPAK Version 7 (Compatible with Windows XP)

QV Graphics
QVPAK is capable of 3D graphic display of measurement results, relationship of features (e.g. circle-to-circle distance
calculation) from captured points and also the geometrical accuracy of circles, lines, planes and cylinders.

3-D graphic display

Geometrical accuracy: Line

Geometrical accuracy: Circle

Measurement result display

Geometrical accuracy: Plane

Geometrical accuracy: Cylinder

Image Composition and Color Viewer
This function combines multiple images of surfaces at different
heights to create a composite image in focus over a wide range. It
is also possible to create a pseudo color image with a B&W camera
using the RGB color illumination.

QV Navigator 2
This function provides a navigated display of point capture and
calculation procedure between features and a coordinate system
setup pattern. It allows you to customize even a complicated pattern
at will. Also, a Part Program can be created and stored along with
workpiece images, thus making Repeat measurements easier.
User macro creation function

Original data
Image data after composition with the color
viewer
Part Program creation example
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Illumination Wizard
The AI Illumination tool has been further upgraded.
This tool automatically sets the optimal illumination conditions from
among multiple combinations of illumination types such as contour
illumination, surface illumination, and the illumination direction and
angle of PRL illumination.

QV Smart Editor Function
This function displays a part program created by QVPAK in a tree
structure using icons and titles. It has improved the ease of editing
programs for factors such as illumination and edge detection
settings.

Contour illumination

Editing the illumination
settings in a dialog box
Surface illumination

Editing a tool in a display window

PRL illumination
Illumination direction:
From right at 45°

Multi-point auto focus
Targeting the auto-focus tool (surface and pattern) on separate areas
allows multiple heights to be measured. Maximum and minimum
heights as well as the average height can be found.

PRL illumination
Illumination direction:
From left at 60°

ion

Decis

Edge to be measured

Example of batch measurement
of 192 (16 x 12) points

Display example (QV graphics)

Help Function
The Help function has been enhanced by greater use of graphics.
Searches can be easily made to give a quick solution to a user's
query.

Saving Images in a File
Video images can be saved in TIFF format. Also, the images can be
recalled and re-measured.
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Optional
Application Software
Automatic Measurement Management
QV Part Manager
QV Part Manager is the execution program management software for
multiple workpieces arranged on the measuring table.

Features
s¬-ULTIPLE¬TYPES¬OF¬WORKPIECE¬CAN¬BE¬HANDLED
s¬)T¬IS¬POSSIBLE¬TO¬CREATE¬A¬MAPPED¬DISPLAY¬OF¬'/.'¬JUDGMENT¬RESULTS¬AND¬
measurement status of each workpiece.
s¬4HIS¬SOFTWARE¬PROVIDES¬THE¬RETRY¬FUNCTION¬AND¬ERROR¬PASS¬FUNCTION¬AT¬THE¬
occurrence of out-of-tolerance or measurement error.
s¬&ILE¬MANAGEMENT¬AND¬ICON¬REGISTRATION¬CAN¬BE¬PERFORMED¬WITH¬SIMPLE¬
operations.
Measurement can be performed even if
parts are not arranged at constant pitch.

Workpieces arranged on a dedicated
ﬁxture.

Multiple kinds of workpiece can be
arranged in a column or row.

QV part manager screen

Multiple kinds of
workpieces can
be registered.

Form Evaluation and Analysis
FORMPAK-QV
FORMPAK-QV performs tolerancing and form analysis from form
data obtained with the QV Auto Trace tool and laser probe.

Detailed Contour Analysis

Contour Tolerancing Function

Report Creation Function

s¬.OMINAL¬DATA¬CREATION¬#!$¬DATA¬CONVERSION ¬MASTER¬WORKPIECE¬
conversion, function speciﬁcation, text ﬁle conversion and aspheric
nominal value creation.
s¬4OLERANCING¬4OLERANCING¬IN¬THE¬NORMAL¬DIRECTION ¬TOLERANCING¬IN¬THE¬AXIAL¬
direction and best-ﬁt tolerancing.
s¬2ESULT¬DISPLAY¬2ESULT¬LIST¬DISPLAY ¬ERROR¬GRAPH ¬ERROR¬DEVELOPED¬VIEW ¬ERROR¬
coordinate value display and analysis result display.

s¬-EASUREMENT¬RESULT ¬ERROR¬GRAPH¬AND¬ERROR¬DEVELOPED¬VIEW

Detailed form analysis screen

s¬!NALYSED¬FEATURES¬0OINT ¬LINE ¬CIRCLE ¬DISTANCE ¬INTERSECTION¬POINT ¬ANGLE ¬
origin point and axial rotation.
s¬#ALCULATED¬PARAMETERS¬-AXIMUM ¬MINIMUM¬AND¬MEAN¬VALUES ¬STANDARD¬
deviation and area.

Other Functions
s¬!NALYSIS¬PROCEDURE¬SAVERUN
s¬%XTERNAL¬OUTPUT¬FUNCTION¬#36¬FORMAT¬OUTPUT¬AND¬!3#))¬OUTPUT
s¬&AIRUG
s¬1UADRATIC¬CURVE¬lTTING¬FUNCTION
s¬0SEUDO¬ROUGHNESS¬ANALYSIS¬FUNCTION

Contour tolerancing screen

Layout edit screen
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Online Teaching
ICPAG

DXF

IGES

ICPAG supports the measurement of IC packages and IC lead frames by enabling fast creation of measurement procedures.
Features
s¬ !UTOMATICALLY¬GENERATES¬MEASUREMENT¬PROGRAMS¬USING¬#!$¬DATA¬AND¬CAPTURED¬WORKPIECE¬IMAGES
s¬ 3UPPORTS¬DIMENSION¬MEASUREMENT¬BY¬VISION¬IMAGE¬CAPTURE¬AND¬HEIGHT¬MEASUREMENT¬BY¬LASER¬SCANNING
s¬ )MPROVES¬MEASUREMENT¬THROUGHPUT¬BY¬AUTOMATICALLY¬OPTIMIZING¬THE¬MEASUREMENT¬MOVEMENT¬PATH

IC lead frame

Automatic determination of measurement position using
CAD data and captured workpiece images.

IC package

Automatic generation of measurement program for QV
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Optional
Application Software
Offline Teaching
EASYPAG

DXF

IGES

EASYPAG creates measurement part programs for QVPAK using 2D
CAD data. It reduces the number of man-hours for creating part
programs, thus allowing a decrease in lead time.

Pitch circle measurement

Features
s¬ "ATCH¬SPECIlCATION¬AND¬INDIVIDUAL¬SPECIlCATION¬OF¬FORMS¬ALLOW¬EASY¬
program creation.
s¬ #OORDINATE¬SYSTEM¬SETUP¬AND¬CALCULATION¬BETWEEN¬FEATURES¬INCLUDING¬
distance and angle can be easily performed in the Graphic
window.
s¬ !N¬EXISTING¬PART¬PROGRAM¬CAN¬BE¬SIMPLY¬EDITED¬WITH¬THE¬
Smart Editor.
s¬ #ALCULATION¬FUNCTIONS¬SUCH¬AS¬THE¬ARBITRARY¬POINT¬
measurement, arbitrary circle measurement and pitch circle
measurement have been enhanced.
Line-to-arbitrary point distance
measurement
Tool Edit Screen

PAGPAK

DXF

IGES

CSV

NC data

EXCELLON data

GERBER data

PAGPAK is the ofﬂine teaching software for creating QVPAK part
PROGRAMS¬USING¬.#¬DATA ¬#!$¬DATA¬AND¬'ERBER¬DATA
Features
s¬!PPROPRIATE¬FOR¬CREATING¬A¬PART¬PROGRAM¬THAT¬MEASURES¬
discrete holes such as those on a printed circuit board.
s¬4HE¬2EPEAT¬FUNCTION¬IS¬PROVIDED¬TO¬BE¬CONVENIENT¬FOR¬
continuous measurement of identical forms.
s¬4HE¬2EPORT¬FUNCTION¬CAN¬MAKE¬A¬BEST lT¬CORRECTION¬OF¬
MEASURED¬RESULTS¬AND¬DISPLAY¬'/.'¬JUDGMENT¬BY¬COLOR ¬
error direction, and scatter chart.

ODBPAK

ODB++Data

Pads on a bare board can be automatically measured using ODB++
¬ ¬#!$#!-¬INTEGRATED¬DATA¬FOR¬A¬PRINTED¬CIRCUIT¬BOARD 
Functions
s¬ #IRCULAR¬PAD¬#Enter and radius.
s¬ 0OLYGONAL¬PAD¬$IAGONAL¬INTERSECTION¬POINT¬COORDINATE ¬PEAK¬COORDINATE ¬
top-to-bottom width dimension, etc.
s¬ &IDUCIAL¬POINT¬MEASUREMENT¬AND¬COORDINATE¬SYSTEM¬SETUP
s¬ -ULTI PLANE¬PROCESSING¬2OTATIONAL¬MULTI PLANE ¬REVERSE¬MULTI PLANE ¬AND¬
nested multi-plane.
*ODB++ is a standard developed by Valor Corporation.

Polygonal pad measurement example
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CAD Export function

Measurement Support
CAD Option

DXF

IGES

CAD Option displays CAD data on the Graphic window to enhance ease of measurement.
Functions
s¬4HE¬.AVIGATION¬FUNCTION¬FOR¬IMPORTING¬#!$¬DATA¬AND¬THE¬#!$¬DATA¬OUTPUT¬FUNCTION¬FOR¬EXPORTING¬
measurement results are provided.
s¬.OMINAL¬VALUES¬DO¬NOT¬NEED¬TO¬BE¬KEYED¬IN¬FOR¬TOLERANCING¬SINCE¬NOMINAL¬DATA¬INFORMATION¬CAN¬BE¬
referenced from CAD data.
s¬The 3D CAD Import function is available for 3D CAD data display and ﬂatness display area setup.

Graphic display of measurement result

3D CAD Import function

3D CAD data display

Flatness display using 3D CAD data

CAD data output display

Inspection Certiﬁcate Creation
Measure Report-QV

MeasurLink STATMeasure PLUS

Features

Various statistical calculations can be performed on the measurement
results. It is also possible to display control charts in real time.

s¬4HIS¬SOFTWARE¬PACKAGE ¬WHICH¬IS¬BASED¬ON¬THE¬
commercial spreadsheet Microsoft Excel, can
easily customize an inspection certiﬁcate.
s¬$ATA¬FROM¬MULTIPLE¬INSTRUMENTS¬SUCH¬AS¬CALIPERS¬
and micrometers can be fetched in addition to
Quick Vision data.

External Control
QV Eio

QV Eio-PC

Can implement the external control
interface between a PC and QVPAK.

QVPAK can be controlled from an external PC
via RS-232C. QV status can be output using
AN¬EXTERNAL¬)/¬BOARD

QV Eio supported example
Operation Unit

QV Eio

Control Unit

QV
QVPAK

Handling robot

Fixture

QV Eio-PC usage example (System using PATLITE)
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Optional
Application Software
Shape evaluation
QV Trace Maker
This is a program that can automatically create a scanning route for
the laser probe based on vision information acquired by Quick Vision.
Various routes can be created even if the measuring area is outside
the viewing ﬁeld. In combination with MSHAPE-QV the 3D form
evaluation of complicated contours can be performed with ease.

Target area image composition

Measuring area speciﬁcation

Trace setup

MSHAPE-QV evaluation example

MSHAPE-QV
Main Functions

Performs curved-form analysis on data acquired with the laser probe.

$ISPLAY¬TYPES¬
¬
¬
&ORM¬ANALYSIS¬
¬

2D contour line display

3D rendition of the 2D contour
line display
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s¬$$¬CONTOUR¬LINES
s¬$$¬UNlLTERED¬PROlLE
s¬3HADOW¬GRAPH
s¬#URVED¬PLANE¬ANALYSIS
s¬5NlLTERED¬PROlLE¬ANALYSIS ¬ETC

Shadow graph

FORMTRACEPAK-PRO
Main Functions

QV-Graph
Main Functions

3D Bar chart

2D continuous cross-section graph

IC Package Measuring Program
Main Functions
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One Number to Serve You Better
1-888-MITUTOYO (1-888-648-8869)
Aurora, Illinois
Note: All information regarding our products, and in particular the illustrations, drawings, dimensional and performance data contained in this printed matter as well as other technical data are to be regarded as approximate average
values. We therefore reserve the right to make changes to the corresponding designs. The stated standards, similar
technical regulations, descriptions and illustrations of the products were valid at the time of printing. In addition, the
latest applicable version of our General Trading Conditions will apply. Only quotations submitted by ourselves may be
regarded as deﬁnitive.
Mitutoyo products are subject to US Export Administration Regulations (EAR). Re-export or relocation of Mitutoyo
products may require prior approval by an appropriate governing authority.
Trademarks and Registrations
Designations used by companies to distinguish their products are often claimed as trademarks. In all instances where
Mitutoyo America Corporation is aware of a claim, the product names appear in initial capital or all capital letters. The
appropriate companies should be contacted for more complete trademark and registration information.
We reserve the right to change speciﬁcations and prices without notice.
¥  -ITUTOYO !MERICA #ORPORATION !URORA ),

  s 0RINTED IN 53! s &EBRUARY 

(Corporate Headquarters)

Westford, Massachusetts
Huntersville, North Carolina
Mason, Ohio
Plymouth, Michigan
City of Industry, California

